HIGHLY MIGRATORY SPECIES

Annex I is a list of seventeen species which are related to coastal state conservation and utilization rights and duties when these species are found in the exclusive economic zone. In this respect, all fishery provisions of this zone apply. The coastal states are obliged to co-operate, whether directly with the flag states of fishing vessels or through international organizations, with other states to ensure conservation and optimum utilization by all states concerned. The purpose of giving these species a separate classification is to assure them a particular position with respect to freedom of fishing on the high seas and, in so doing, further co-operative actions.

CONTINENTAL SHELF COMMISION

The Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf has no decision-making power; it can only make recommendations. The delineation of the outer limits of the continental shelf is the responsibility of the coastal state concerned if that shelf exceeds the limits of the exclusive economic zone. The sovereign rights over the shelf do not depend on a proclamation or occupation, the establishment of the border with the Area is necessary. Although the Convention gives instructions for drawing the limits, these instructions are not and could not be so precise that the exact limits could have been established beyond a doubt on this basis alone, but the coastal state is held to apply these criteria in establishing the limits and, if of any help, request the Commission to provide scientific and technical advice for this task. The Commission itself may co-operate with the Oceanic Commission of UNESCO and other competent organizations. The coastal state is to submit data and other material concerning the delineation of the continental shelf to the Commission, which considers the information and submits its recommendations in writing to the coastal state and the Secretary-General of the United Nations. If the coastal state disagrees with the recommendation, it is to make a revised or new submission to the Commission. After a second recommendation has been made, the coastal state establishes the limits of the shelf on the basis of the recommendation. These limits, to be deposited with the UN Secretary-General, are final and binding except in cases of delimitation of shelf between states with opposite or adjacent coasts. Copies of the charts and lists showing the outer limit lines of the continental shelf are also to be deposited with the Secretary-General of the Sea-Bed Authority.

A coastal state is to institute the procedure described above within ten years after the entry into force of the Convention. This procedure is without prejudice to delimitation measures between states with opposite or adjacent coasts, which are subject to agreements between the states concerned or to dispute settlement as provided by the Convention (provided the state has not declared its non-acceptance of dispute settlement in such questions).
**CONTINENTAL SHELF COMMISSION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECRETARIAT</th>
<th>COMMISSION CONSISTS OF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- provided by UN Secretary-General</td>
<td>- 21 MEMBERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annex II, Article 2, Paragraph 5</td>
<td>- experts of geology, geophysics, hydrography geographical representation (3 experts from each region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- elected by states parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- expenses of each member to be paid by nominating state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Co-operate with:
  - International Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO
  - International Hydrographic Organization or other competent international organization Annex II, Article 3, Paragraph 3

**FUNCTION OF COMMISSION ON THE LIMITS OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF**

Annex II, Article 8, Paragraph 1

- Provide scientific and technical advice upon request of coastal state
- Make recommendations based on information (Article 78, Paragraph 8) submitted by coastal state
- May work with sub-commissions
- Decisions made by two-thirds majority based on recommendation of subcommission (Annex II, Articles 5 and 6)

**IMPACT OF RECOMMENDATION**

Annex II, Article 6, Paragraph 3

Prepared recommendation to be submitted to UN Secretary General and Coastal state

Coastal state agrees with recommendation

- Coastal state establishes limits on the basis of recommendation
- Sends charts and further information to UN Secretary-General Article 76, Paragraph 9

Coastal state disagrees with recommendation

- Coastal state makes revised or new submission Annex II, Article 8

Upon further recommendation of the Commission

- Establishes limits (Article 76, Paragraph 8) on the basis of recommendation
- Sends charts and further information to UN Secretary-General Article 76, Paragraph 9

The continental shelf outer limits are binding and final Article 76, Paragraph 8

(Except: Article 76, Paragraph 10)

The UN Secretary-General gives due publicity thereto Article 76, Paragraph 9